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Octopuses are *cephalopods* from the *octopoda* order.

They live in the sea (also in trees).

From few cm to 20 m.

Very smart animals.

Well equipped:
- Poison
- Ink
- Camouflage.
- Release their tentacles.

Very effective hunters:
they eat crabs, fishes, mussels, siestas, etc.
Octopus

- Fortran 95 and C.
- Focused on finite systems (periodic systems not mature yet).
- Norm-conserving pseudo-potentials.
- Real space grid representation.
- Features:
  - Ground state DFT.
  - TDDFT
  - Time propagation
  - Casida LR-TDDFT
  - Sternheimer linear response
  - Optimal control theory
  - Real-time quantum transport
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- More points \(\rightarrow\) more precision.
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